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About configuring Symantec Data Loss Prevention to inspect
large files
You can customize the Symantec Data Loss Prevention content inspection size beyond the default maximum of 30 MB.
To adjust the content inspection size, configure a detection server using the Enforce Server administration console at
System > Servers and Detectors > Overview > Configure Server, and select the Detection tab. You can move the
slider on the Detection tab to the desired content inspection size. Depending on the content inspection size you choose,
certain advanced settings are automatically adjusted.

In addition to moving the slider to tune your server settings automatically, you need to edit Enforce Server properties
files to enable viewing of incident data (matches) for larger files. You also may need to adjust your system memory. For
Discover servers with content inspection sizes of 500 MB and greater, you need to edit properties files and follow the
Discover tuning guidelines. The actions you take depend on your Data Loss Prevention deployment.

Here are some circumstances when you need to take additional action to inspect large files beyond moving the slider in
the Enforce Server administration console:

• You move the slider beyond 30 MB and you determine the settings for your particular deployment are not tuned as
required, based on information that is provided later in these guidelines.

• You use Discover servers; for Discover implementations, you must edit certain properties files to inspect large files.
• You do not have enough system memory to accommodate your customized content inspection size. Recommended

system memory amounts are provided in these guidelines.

NOTE

You do not need to edit properties files or increase memory for DLP Agents.
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Changing Enforce Server properties file settings for large files
Tuning properties on the Enforce Server for large files lists the properties that you can change on the Enforce Server to
accommodate inspection of large file sizes.

NOTE

After you edit and save the properties files, you must restart the Symantec DLP Manager service to implement
your changes. For more information about starting and stopping DLP services, see About starting and stopping
services on Windows or About starting and stopping services on Linux in the Help.

Table 1: Tuning properties on the Enforce Server for large files

Property name Properties file name Description

wrapper.java.maxmemory Symantec
DLPManager.conf

Sets the JVM value for Enforce Server
memory heap size.

com.vontu.manager.background.queue.timeout Manager.properties Maximum time that is allowed to load
the matches for the violation pane.

1. Go to the \Program Files\Symantec\DataLossPrevention\EnforceServer\Services directory on
Windows or the /opt/Symantec/DataLossPrevention/EnforceServer/Services directory on Linux.

2. Open the SymantecDLPManager.conf file.

3. Edit the property wrapper.java.maxmemory to 6 GB or more.

4. Save the file and restart the Symantec DLP Manager service to implement your changes.

5. Go to the \Program Files\Symantec\DataLossPrevention\EnforceServer\15.8.00000\Protect
\config directory on Windows or the /opt/Symantec/DataLossPrevention/EnforceServer/15.8.00000/
Protect/config directory on Linux.

6. Open the Manager.properties file.

7. Increase the value of the com.vontu.manager.background.queue.timeout property to 60000 (milliseconds).

8. Save the file and restart the Symantec DLP Manager service to implement your changes.
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Guidelines for increasing system memory on detection servers
If you try to increase the content inspection size when you do not have enough system memory, you cannot set the slider
to higher file sizes. You also see this message:

Based on the system's current physical memory, inspection of content up to <X> MB is enabled. To enable
inspection of all content please increase system memory.

The slider limit is based on:

• The number of message chains (MessageChain.Numchains) and cache size (MessageChain.CacheSize).
• System memory: The slider only enables the inspection of content up to the capacity of your current physical memory.

If you want to inspect files larger than your current settings, you can either reduce the value of MessageChain.CacheSize
and MessageChain.NumChains for the detection server, or you can increase system memory.

Reduce the value of the two message chain settings: Go to Advanced Settings for the detection server and reduce
the value of MessageChain.CacheSize and MessageChain.NumChains. Symantec recommends that you configure
MessageChain.CacheSize to equal the value of MessageChain.NumChains. After you save your settings, you can use the
slider to increase the content inspection size.

To increase system memory, consult Minimum system memory required for file sizes and corresponding number of
chains. Find your file size setting in column one and your message chains in the remaining headers. Read across to get
the minimum physical system memory needed for the corresponding slider limits and number of chains.

Table 2: Minimum system memory required for file sizes and corresponding number of chains

File size 4 chains 6 chains 8 chains 16 chains

30 MB 6 GB 7 GB 8 GB 16 GB
100 MB 16 GB 20 GB 24 GB 44 GB
150 MB 24 GB 30 GB 36 GB 72 GB
500 MB 54 GB 64 GB 74 GB 148 GB
2 GB 130 GB 178 GB 226 GB 452 GB

As the table indicates, the amount of extra system memory that is required for every two additional message chains varies
accord to file size:

• 1 GB RAM for a 30 MB file
• 4 GB RAM for a 100 MB file
• 6 GM RAM for a 150 MB file
• 10 GB RAM for a 500 MB file
• 48 GB RAM for a 2 GB file

NOTE

The guidelines in Minimum system memory required for file sizes and corresponding number of chains may not
work for detection servers with profiles/indexes. See the Symantec Data Loss Prevention System Requirements
Guide for sizing guidelines for various profile types.

Refer to General performance tuning recommendations for detection servers for more information on how to configure the
appropriate number of message chains.
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Table 3: General performance tuning recommendations for detection servers

Parameter Default setting Recommended setting Remarks

MessageChain.NumChains 4 (typically) or 8
(for some detection
servers)

Set this value to up to 2 times the
number of physical cores with
hyper-threading.
Set this value to 1 time the number
of physical cores with no hyper-
threading.

This setting establishes
the number of parallel
messages that the File
Reader process can handle.

MessageChain.CacheSize 4 or 8 Set this value equal to the
MessageChain.NumChains
value.

This setting limits the
number of messages
that can be queued for
processing by the message
chains. This setting should
not exceed the number of
message chains.
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Retaining very large incident data
To retain very large incident data, you must change the following settings; they are set to 500 by default:

• max.component.per.message

• max.violation.per.incident

If you use the default value, any violation incident data or component incident data after 500 is lost. You see this warning
in Events: Incident is oversized, has been persisted with a limited number of components and/or violations.  Use
the following steps to retain large incident data if you see this warning.

1. Go to \Program Files\Symantec\DataLossPrevention\EnforceServer\15.8.00000\Protect\config
\IncidentPersister on the Enforce Server on Windows or /opt/Symantec/DataLossPrevention/
EnforceServer/15.8.00000/Protect/config/IncidentPersister on the Enforce Server on Linux.

2. Update the max.component.per.message property using the values from Recommended properties values for
oversized incidents.

3. Update the IncidentPersister.properties property using the values from Recommended properties values for
oversized incidents.

4. Restart the Symantec DLP Incident Persister service to implement your changes.

For content inspection sizes under 500 MB, the defaults should be adequate. You only need to increase the
max.component.per.message and max.violation.per.incident values for oversized incidents for 500 MB and 2 GB
inspection content sizes.

Table 4: Recommended properties values for oversized incidents

Inspection content size max.component.per.message max.violation.per.incident

500 MB 1000 1000
2 GB 1000 1000

NOTE

These guidelines are the minimum values.
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Tuning guidelines for Discover scans of large files
You must change grid scanning properties for each Discover Server to enable Discover scans of large files. You need to
configure crawler.grid.follower.timeout.millis for content inspections sizes of 500 MB and greater. The default
settings are adequate for smaller content inspection sizes.

Any changes you make to the Crawler.properties file must be applied to all of the Discover servers in the grid.

1. Go to the \Program Files\Symantec\DataLossPrevention\DetectionServer
\15.8.00000\Protect\config directory on Windows or the /opt/Symantec/DataLossPrevention/
DetectionServer/15.8.00000/Protect/config directory on Linux.

2. Open the Crawler.properties file.

3. Edit the crawler.grid.follower.timeout.millis = property as follows:

For 500 MB content size inspection limit: Set crawler.grid.follower.timeout.millis = 1050000

For 2 GB content size inspection limit: Set crawler.grid.follower.timeout.millis = 24000000

4. Save the file and restart the File Reader process to implement your changes.

Reducing wait time

When Symantec Data Loss Prevention scans repositories containing many large files, pausing of Discover scans
takes longer. The Discover scan manager waits for completion of all in-flight messages before it transitions from a
running state to a paused state. With grid scans, the grid leader also waits for messages already downloaded by
the grid followers to be processed. Since scanning of larger files can take longer, there is an additional delay in the
transition. To address these sorts of wait times, you can change the queue size that an individual server or a grid
server handles.

NOTE

There is a trade-off between changing the queue size and increasing wait time: Changing the queue size
can reduce throughput (performance), while increasing wait time can cause usability issues.

5. To reduce the wait time for an individual server, adjust the crawler.queuesize. This command controls the number of
file handles that can be added to the queue before the crawler is blocked. The default value is 1000 and you can bring
this value down to reduce the pause time.

6. To reduce the wait time for a Grid Server, adjust the crawler.grid.follower.queuesize and
crawler.grid.queuesize.multiplier properties in the Crawler.properties file settings.

The crawler.grid.follower.queuesize specifies the number of file handles that can be added to the grid follower's
queue before the crawler blocks. The recommended value is (2 * crawler.threadpoolsize). The default value is 30.

The crawler.grid.queuesize.multiplier configures the grid scan request queue size per server. The total grid
scan request queue size = (value of crawler.grid.queuesize.multiplier * number of participating servers). The
recommended value is (4 * crawler.threadpoolsize). The default value is 60.
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Copyright statement

Copyright statement

Broadcom, the pulse logo, Connecting everything, and Symantec are among the trademarks of Broadcom.

Copyright ©2021 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved.

The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. For more information, please visit
www.broadcom.com.

Broadcom reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products or data herein to improve reliability,
function, or design. Information furnished by Broadcom is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, Broadcom does
not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of this information, nor the application or use of any product or
circuit described herein, neither does it convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others.
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